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The past few months it’s been a case of ‘getting on with things’ with the AGM, Sutton’s signals and
Finchley track. It feels like only baby steps each week, but we keep it ticking along and looking back
the progress is obvious.
Progress there may be, but my attentions are much diverted to the needs of our show, only a few
weeks away, with advertising, baking, equipment and how many helpers we’ll have all revolving
through what’s left of my mind. Meanwhile we need to give Sutton a test run, and a couple of months
after the show Cheriton will go out again, so you can see we have plenty to deal with.
It’s the end of 2018, so here’s wishing you all a Happy – and productive - New Year for 2019.
Alan
In this issue:
Club Notes:
Layouts:
Timetable:
Feature:
Traffic:
Notice Board:
And Finally:

Updates on activities
The latest updates for each
Club timetable, forthcoming railway events and local rail tours
Train drawgear (with a soupcon of braking)
Notes on the local rail scene.
Projects, suggestions, hints & tips
Little Bytham

The Picture Lincoln Central 1956: the infamous crossing near the east end of the station. Here we see one of
several crossing keepers struggling with one of the double gates. Note the scooter driver dodging through
while Thompson B1 4-6-0 No. 61326 bears down from the station. A flyover was built here in 1961. Relative to
our model of Sutton, trains from Chesterfield arrive here from the west at Pyewipe Junction and would bear
left at this junction – had the LD&ECR actually got this far. 61326 was built by North British at Glasgow,
entering traffic at Gorton on 8 June 1948. At the time of this picture she was allocated to Doncaster, where
she remained until withdrawal on 20 March 1966, and was scrapped only 2 months later. This is a wonderful
view with period atmosphere, so do I hear any proposals for a model of this location? I’m sure Bern and Jim
would enjoy making that signal gantry, fully operable…
Creative Commons licence
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CLUB NOTES
Committee
Following the AGM we now have Michael on the Committee, and the next meeting is scheduled for 15
January for any business to be raised. The AGM went well with a good attendance
Shows & Trips
We managed to arrange two groups to visit Tony Wright’s ‘Little Bytham’ layout in October and
enjoyed the trains trundling around. The layout has progressed and is looking much more complete
now, with point rodding nearing completion. This time Tony also arranged for us to visit Ian Wilson,
proprietor of Pacific Models, who has 4 layouts on the go in his old office/workshop, a large HO
American layout under construction, an American N gauge ‘Mackenzieville Yard’ (which is invited to
our show), an O gauge ironstone layout and a small 4mm layout ‘Edenham’. See pictures in ‘And
Finally’.
Cheriton Bishop had a good trip to Theydon Bois in November, winning ‘Best in Show’, and has a
confirmed invite to the De Havilland show at Welwyn on 13th April, so we’ll soon be sorting out who
wants to attend. There’s no other news for show invites at this point.
EBMRS Show
It’s time to dust off the donkey jackets and prepare for the task of putting on the show – As of 31
December it’s only 45 days until set-up day, Friday 15th February. I’ll soon be seeing how we’re set
for volunteer availability, and checking the recipe books for which cakes I fancy having a bash at this
time (and Di will be avoiding the kitchen so she doesn’t see the state of it) Dick is having fun with
invited layouts dropping out and having to find replacements, though we seemingly have a set of
traders without issue.
Shortly there’s the CMRA show at
Stevenage, a great opportunity to get flyers
out and about and promote us, as we face a
bit of competition from Milton Keynes. On
that subject, I’m very pleased to say not
only is Little Salkeld attending our show (in
lieu of a club layout), Little Salkeld will be
featured in Railway Modeller soon. With a
little fortune it will appear in the March
issue, scheduled for publication on the
Thursday before the show.
Modelling Competition
We’ve formally entered pictures of Finchley
signal box and station buildings in the
Photo: Tony Wright
LNWRS modelling competition. The closing
date is 5th January and winners will be announced at the Stafford show on 2nd February.
Other news
Jim has managed to fix a Pictroller and has obtained two further units to bolster our kit.
It was amusing to learn Andy Heslington had been employed to help build a model railway locally
(Shefford) for a few days and he contrived to manage a most welcome visit to the club – we look
forward to more such visits next year!
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FINCHLEY ROAD ST JOHN’S WOOD
The reconstruction of fiddle yard trackwork to ensure correct gaps and alignments has gone well in
the past quarter, though there remains the electrical gapping and final fixing of some elements. We
will then have the fun of laying about 75m of straight rail on the remaining 3 boards – lovely!
We’ve started investigating the station lamps but thus far have found nothing that matches the styles
we’ve seen in photos of the station.
Actions list:
Baseboards
 Board alignment joints to be checked and completed.
 Transportation arrangements to be finalised, potentially following Dave Sutton’s suggestions.
Controls & Electrics
 Continue fitting point motors and drop wires; workload to be shared, this is the next priority.
 Fiddle yard control box to be completed; Jim is progressing this
 The workload requires other volunteers. Bern, Dave Sutton and Roy have stepped up, but don’t
just leave it to them - there will be some aspects that could be done by anyone.
 Jim has devised an approach to electrically-testing the scenic boards without having to set up
any of the fiddle yard section.
Track
 There is much electrical gapping required on the fiddle yard track.
 Point rodding has had a bit of a further investigation, with the nominal runs to points
identified. This plan needs refinement to ensure we know where the various cranks will go, a
key part of which will be the layout in front of the box which shall be visible to the punters.
Items to be identified and purchased (see also Notice Board)
 The 3rd & 4th rail needs careful fixing to allow sufficient clearances for stock, and we need to
consider the robustness of the fixings to allow for the vagaries of track cleaning. We already
have damaged areas, so will start from scratch. We may well use brass pins.
 Uncoupling magnet and loco lift positions are now being resolved, items yet to be purchased.
Presentation
 Lighting the layout - Jim is firming up an approach. Its attachment to the layout has been
considered by Dave Sutton (this has been done very successfully on other layouts)
 The design concept allowed for a repeat signal diagram display at the front of the layout – we
have had initial discussions, it needs firming up.
Scenic work
 There will be a few outbuildings needed for the yard. The Electricity Works would be a nice
addition but may not be practical; it is very big!
 The sub-structure for the raised scenic end of Finchley was prepared for the show, with the
final positioning of buildings marked out. (We may need to adapt positions of some of the
buildings at the entrance to the goods yard).
 How we represent Arkwright Mansions above the Finchley Road cutting has been sketched out,
and will require some detailed painting on the backscene.
 We have yet to work out how trains will exit ‘stage Willesden’; possibly a footbridge.
 A backscene will be required, demonstrating Finchley Road, a garage, the council yard and
housing and sports field beyond.
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SUTTON-ON-SEA
The signal servos are now complete – thanks Jim! – and we now require a session to test them with the
layout the right way up (! – as opposed to 90 degrees when on the workbench) and with the boards all
connected. I’d like this done sooner rather than later to iron out any issues before it’s invited to any
other shows.
We should then be in a position to progress end boards and support beams. Dave S is very busy with
work and so others are likely to take this on to completion.
Actions list:
Baseboards
 As noted above
 Produce a ‘Quick Guide’ for layout assembly
Electrics
 Label switches to points for diagnostics, produce an overlay illustrating point numbers, ensuring
matched to naming convention under the boards
 Investigate practicalities of installing a control panel-powered push-button mic system.
Scenic Work
 The ongoing transit damage needs a constant watch, so it looks like it’s worth considering what
protection we can build for transporting.
Presentation
 Investigate improved clips for retaining lighting units to baseboard legs
otherwise:
 Consider adopting the Finchley lighting rig for Sutton too, especially considering we are moving to
using beams and trestles.

CHERITON BISHOP
Cheriton is confirmed to be attending De Havilland Mode Railway Show at Welwyn on 13 April, so we
shall need to be prepared for that. The curtain has now been adapted for fixing by Velcro.
Actions:
General Maintenance
A captive nut on the baseboard joints requires some attention, otherwise the layout is in a good state
to go out.
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AYLESBURY TOWN
Again, not much to report on, but there are elements that can be progressed if anyone wants to
become involved.
Actions list:
Baseboards
 Bracing strengtheners to be reviewed for success
 Continue to review for signs of damage and maintain alignments
 Backscene structure to be fitted, with consideration for the lighting fixings. Nigel & Alastair
are planning to progress this.
Scenic work
 All the major scenic elements have been marked on the boards, and this can now be used as
the impetus for building mock-ups – simple blocks or cereal packets will do, to give a flavour of
scale and construction needed for the detailed models. Volunteers please.
Track
 Fiddle yard design – south end is agreed, north end agreed in principle.
 Lay fiddle yard track using existing supply of code 55 flexible track
 Track to be hand-made to code 40 in the scenic section. Construction of points to be agreed,
though likely to be soldered PCB. Paul Moss has volunteered to trial some.
Electrics
 Original specification is DCC control, allowing laptop and smartphone operation.
 Jim has procured a kit of second-hand DCC power supply and associated bits (that description
may be a bit simplified!) he believes is, at possibly half the cost of buying new. To be debated.
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unless stated
2019
1-Jan
8-Jan
15-Jan
22-Jan
29-Jan
5-Feb
12-Feb
Sat 16-Feb
19-Feb
26-Feb
5-Mar
12-Mar
19-Mar
26-Mar
2-Apr
9-Apr
16-Apr
23-Apr
30-Apr
7-May
12-May
19-May
26-May
2-Jun
9-Jun
16-Jun
23-Jun
30-Jun
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Activity notes

New Year’s Day – no club night
Prepare for putting up Sutton
Committee meeting tbc

Final show prep and baking required from members, supporters and family!
EBMRS show

Check Cheriton is ok
Cheriton to De Havilland show, Welwyn, this week
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EVENTS TIMETABLE
Date

Time

Organiser

Event

(nominally within 35 miles of Sandy)

08-Jan

19:30

RCTS-H

08-Jan

19:30

RCTS-C

08-Jan

19:30

LCGB

Curtain Call, Richard Crane follows the demise of steam

09-Jan

NLRHS

The Kings Cross Story, Peter Darley

11-Jan
12 & 13
Jan
19-Jan

Railtour

Chilterns model railway show, Stevenage

Model event

Brambleton model railway show, Harpenden
'Modern Traction in the 1960s', David Percival

14:00

RCTS-W

30-Jan

19:30

HMRS
Collector event

05-Feb

19:30

LCGB

12-Feb

19:30

RCTS-H

12_feb

19:30

RCTS-C

16 & 17
Feb
23-Feb

THE SCOTSMANS SALUTE 60103 Kings Cross to York

Model event

29-Jan
03-Feb

'Thrills and Spills - My life in railway operations', Chris Blackman
To Tebay on EBay, (A UK tour with images purchased on EBay)
Dave Pearce

Cambridge Part 3, David Scudamore
Toy fair, St. Ives

Strictly Freight Only (Part 2), Brian Ringer, developments and
change in the British rail freight scene over the last sixty years.
'That Was The Year That Was - 1963', Geoff Plumb
Preserved railways past, present and future?
Michael Smyth

Model event

Milton Keynes model railway show

Model event

Gauge 3 Society Winter Show & AGM, Flitwick

23-Feb

Model event

Saffron Walden model railway show

25-Feb

Model event

02-Mar

Model event

Northants & Rutland O Gauge group meet, Harringworth
'Steamy Stories from the Footplate', A Welsh Highland Railway
Experience, Stephen Jupp
"Three blind mice!" First 'Some near and some afar'; second 'Scumbling
model carriage sides for teak effect' and third 'Bassett Lowke - a
postcard adventure'
Gauge O Guild spring show, Kettering

02-Mar

Model event

March model railway show

03-Mar

Model event

Chesham model railway show

26-Feb

14:00

RCTS-W

27-Feb

19:30

HMRS

From Railways to Royalty, Jack Boskett’s career as a professional
photographer.

05-Mar

19:30

LCGB

07-Mar

19:30

RCTS-MK

'East-West Railway Update', Stephen Barker

09-Mar

Railtour

THE YORKSHIREMAN 46233 Ealing Broadway to York (via Bedford)

09-Mar

Railtour

STEAM ON THE SETTLE & CARLISLE

Kings Cross to Carlisle

12-Mar

19:30

RCTS-H

'Branch Annual General Meeting and Members' Presentation Evening'

12-Mar

19:30

RCTS-C

Railways of the Isle of Man, Geoff Brockett

Railtour

THE CATHEDRALS EXPRESS Kings Cross – Lincoln & return, loco tbc

14-Mar
27-Mar

19:30

HMRS

26-Mar

14:00

RCTS-W

'1000 Eggs on a Bicycle', Colin Boocock

NLRHS

AGM followed by Disused Stations on the West London Line, Jim Connor

29-Mar

Travel posters from the 1840s onwards, Ted Sadler

Stephenson Locomotive Society no longer hold any meetings within a reasonable distance of Sandy.
Stevenage Locomotive Society and Sandy Transport Society programme not available
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Key to Organiser
NLRHS
HMRS
SLS

RCTS
RCTS
RCTS
RCTS

–H
–W
–C
- MK

STS
LCGB
Model Event

North London Railway Historical Society
Keen House in Calshot St, Pentonville Road, near Kings Cross, Friday evenings or Wednesday afternoons. We
normally invite a speaker and the meetings are informal and in a sociable environment. Guests welcome.
Historical Model Railway Society
Whaddon Way Church Centre, West Bletchley, MK3 7JS, meetings at 19:30 unless stated. No charge to visitors
Stevenage Locomotive Society
Community Arts Centre, Roaring Meg Retail Park, Stevenage SG1 1XN. Meetings start 7.30pm & include
refreshment break. Visitors £2 Day membership on the door (no charge if Stevenage Arts Guild Member)
Railway Correspondence and Travel Society

Hitchin meetings at Walsworth Road Baptist Church, Hitchin

Welwyn Garden City - Methodist Church, at the junction of Ludwick Way and Cole Green Lane, Welwyn
Garden City AL7 3PN, commencing at 14.00 (doors open 13.30)

Cambridge meetings are held at The Swifts, Haggis Gap, Fulbourn, Cambridge CB21 5HD, commencing at
19.30 Free parking is available at the Community Wing.

Milton Keynes meetings at Methodist Church, Silver St., Stony Stratford MK11 1BE, commencing at 19.30
Sandy Transport Society
Conservative Club, Bedford Road, Sandy, doors open 19:10. £2.00 for non-members, includes refreshments
Locomotive Club of Great Britain
Meetings at 7.30pm on Tuesdays at St Johns Church Hall, St John’s Street, Bedford MK42 0DL
See UK Model Shops Directory for exhibitions and toy fairs
Garden & Woodland Railway, 42 Queens Road, Thame, OX9 3NQ 2pm to 5pm

Rail tour

See railtourinfo.co.uk or UKsteamtours

Collector
Event

See UK Model Shops Directory

MEMBERS' MATTERS
Nothing to share with you this time, so please let me know if you have any railway trip memories or
modelling projects you’d like to see in the newsletter.
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(WITH A SOUPCON OF BRAKING)

Another complex subject, so I will only scratch the surface and direct you to look at the likes of
Wikipedia and RMWeb if you want to know more.
From the Big Four period to today’s railway, the coupling and braking systems have, unsurprisingly,
developed alongside all the other technology.
Passenger stock
I’ve seen a record stating that the first air-braked passenger train on BR didn’t run until 1966, but
some air-braked passenger stock ran much earlier, for example the LNER (GE section) commuter trains
used the Westinghouse-pump system. The Westinghouse system was patented 150 years ago in 1868!
In fact, although much passenger stock was vacuum braked there was still plenty that were dual-piped
to deal with mixed rakes across more than just the LNER.
Freight stock
Unfitted – handbrake only, no train brake linked to the vehicle, but may carry through pipes for the
train brake. Painted grey in BR period.
Fitted – Train brake connected with the vehicle brake, may be dual-braked or carry a through pipe for
the alternative brake system. Painted bauxite in BR period.
For the main part our club layouts are post-war steam, and in that era basically all through-braked
freight stock was vacuum-braked. That makes it a little easier for us! BR started experiments with
freight vehicles in 1962 leading to regular air-braked freights from 1972, but vacuum-braked stock
lasted into the 1990s. The dedicated 1930s ICI hoppers working from the Peak District were possibly
the last vacuum-braked stock in regular use, lasting until 1999. If you look at any 1970s/1980s
Combined Volume you will see markers denoting which locos were air-braked, vacuum-braked or dualbraked.
Trains of that period could be either or mixed brake types, and you should (if you want
accuracy) research carefully, to make sure you allocate the correctly braked individual locomotive to
your train types. Equally the various diesel and electric types could only work in multiple with others
using the same systems, as per the following table. The Clayton class 17 is an interesting example, as
one third of the class was sub-contracted and they used a different coupling system!
Coupling code

System

Class of locomotives

Electro-pneumatic

Type 1 BTH 15, Clayton 17 (D8588- D8616), EE 20,
Type 2 NB 21 (Nos D6138-6157), Sulzer 24, 25, 26 & 27,
Brush 31/1
Type 3 Sulzer 33, EE 37,
Type 4 EE 40, Peaks 44, 45 & 46
Electro-diesel 73 (under diesel power only).

Electro-magnetic

Type 1 Paxman 16
Type 2 NB 21, Co-Bo 28, NB 29, Brush 31/0.

Blue Star

● Red Circle
● Green Circle
■ Orange Square

Type 4, some Brush 47.
Diesel hydraulic - 1st
use

Type 2 NB 22 (D6300 - 6305)
Type 4 D600 Warship

Symbol re-used

Type 4 EE 50
Type 1 17 (D8500–D8587) Clayton
LMS twins (nos 10000/10001)

Red Diamond
White
Diamond

Alan Cooper
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Type 5 ‘Grid’ 56, ‘Bone’ 58
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Diesel hydraulic
Type 2 NB 22 (D6306 - 6357)
Yellow
Type 4 Warship 42 & 43
Triangle
Diesel hydraulic

Type 3 Hymek 35

SR EMU System

Type 3 Sulzer 33/1
Electro-Diesel 73
EMU Mk1 Electric Multiple Units, 442

AC electric locomotives Classes 87 and some 86s.
Within own class
■ Blue Square

Classes 60 and 43 (InterCity 125)
DMU Most units with mechanical transmission
DMU Most units with hydraulic transmission

Orange Star
Yellow
Diamond

DMU Derby Lightweight (mechanical transmission)

Red Triangle

DMU Derby Lightweight (hydraulic transmission)

O White Circle

DMU 126 Ayrshire
BSI system

Most 2nd Generation DMU

Dellner

Examples classes Voyager 220, 221, Pendolino 390

Scharfenberg

Examples classes 175, 180

That’s an extraordinarily brief touch on the subject of braking, but it links in with what couples to
what.
Drawgear
In basic terms, if a vehicle has its couplings connected with a sprung drawbar it means the tractive
force from the locomotive is more evenly distributed along the train – this is referred to as continuous.
Discontinuous is simple couplings not connected by a drawbar.
The main types of coupling are as follows:
 Buckeye (Gould) type: comprising knuckle-shaped hooks which interlock in a horizontal plane.
Used on passenger stock and was standard on the L.N.E.R. and Pullman coaches, also later S.R.
vehicles.
In model form, Kadee and Dapol (N scale), I think, are the only couplings that resemble a
buckeye.
 3-link: used on unfitted freight stock.
Easily made, or available commercially.
 Instanter: a form of 3-link coupling with a ‘triangular’ central link, permitting a long and a
short coupled position. Used on fitted and unfitted freight stock.
Available commercially.
 Screw type: comprising two forged links coupled by an adjustable screw thread. Used on fitted
freight stock and passenger coaches (exclusively by the G.W.R. and L.M.S.).
Available commercially.

Alan Cooper
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Class 04 showing screw coupling and vacuum pipe, Mark 1 coach showing buckeye coupling in the
‘rest’ position.
So, on to the main thrust of this piece – how you might deal with coupling of stock on the model
railway.
Your choice of coupling will depend on how much or little effort you want to put into it, how much
shunting of stock, whether you want hands-free, how close-coupled the vehicles might be and how
sharp your layout curves are. Some couplings won’t operate for shunting if curves are below a certain
radius, e.g. Alex Jackson, at about 4’.
If you want your stock to be coupled more closely, asper the
prototype, you’ll need to consider again the sharpest curves on the layout so there’s enough coupling
length to avoid derailing the stock; too short, and the buffers will clash and help the wheels ride up
over the track. Sprung buffers on your stock will help some, but model railway track geometry is
such that when shunting across reverse curves such as a crossover it could still result in locking
buffers.
Most coupling types are really variations on a theme, but how many named variants are you aware of?
For OO gauge I’ve got to 18 (yes, eighteen!), and that’s without counting the variants within brands
such as Kadee, of which there’s dozens. I’m going to ignore specialist couplings for the RTR units
such as Voyagers and Pendolinos.
Ready-to-Run Tension-Lock
I’m pretty sure you’re all familiar with the traditional and ubiquitous
Hornby-style tension-lock coupling, for which there’s basically the
screw-fit and NEM pocket types from Hornby themselves.

Alan Cooper
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And then there’s Bachmann – mainly a variation on the Hornby theme,
but… there’s 9 of them:
NEM fitting: long cranked, short straight, long straight, DMU
cranked, DMU straight, large loop
Screw fitting: mini-loop long, mini-loop short, large loop

Bachmann DMU
Dapol OO Gauge
cranked
2 types, their standard screw-fit version and NEM pocket version, both similar to Hornby/Bachmann
PECO OO Gauge
Screw-fit
Ready-to-Run-ish Other
Hornby provide a NEM fitting close-coupler for coaches, which I
believe was inherited from Roco when they were bought out.
Farish – N Gauge
3 types, ‘standard’ coupling, and NEM short and NEM standard

Dapol N gauge
Standard couplings are provided as short and long variants, much cheaper than the
following items!
Dapol produce a system called Easi-Fit magnetic couplings to fit NEM pockets, to aid
shunting. They look similar to a buckeye coupler, and retail at £7.18 a pair!
Available in short, medium and long variants.
Peco N Gauge
ELC system, using an electromagnet to uncouple.
Keen
A specialist coupling system that allows closer coupling of coaches but is flexible to expand the
coupling on curves to avoid buffer lock.
Kadee
A minefield of couplings! In fact, so many variations I hardly know where to
begin.
I’ll simply list 4 types for UK NEM pocket, numbers 17 to 20, short to long fit.
An interesting comparison to a prototype buckeye coupling.
New to me (though available for a few years) is a product from Precimodels of
Switzerland which links a micro-actuator to a Kadee and is controllable via a
DCC system to couple or uncouple anywhere on a layout.
See https://precimodels.com/en/8-products/1-dcc-uncouplers. It looks
impressive to me, and is featured on Bournemouth West in the December issue of BRM.
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Prototype-styled couplings
Dapol O gauge
Peco O gaug
Peco OO gauge
Smiths
Ambis Engineering

3 link
Sprung
Yes
Yes
Yes
Fret

Instanter
Yes
Yes
Yes
Fret

Screw
Sprung
Yes
Yes
Fret, 2 types

Specialist couplings
Whilst I do not have all the details for these coupling types, I’ve included them regardless for
comparison and further investigation should you wish to do so.
The Lincs Auto
Supplier
Supplied
Description
Operation

Coupler
Richard Tarpey, 16 White Heather Square, Billingborough, Sleaford, Lincs. NG34 0QP
Fret of 5 pairs
An inter-linking counter balanced hook mounted on a skewed pivot.
The hook engages with its twin on the opposite vehicle. As the vehicles come
together the hooks depress and pass one behind the other and remain engaged
whilst pushing and pulling. Uncoupling device: Strategically sited permanent or
electro-magnets at all sites where uncoupling is required. The magnet depresses the
hooks allowing the vehicles to separate. Does not do delayed uncoupling
Fitting &
A mounting plate may be required to locate the pivot flush with the bottom of the
Modifications bufferbeam. The coupling has to be fitted to all stock. Locomotives may have a
fixed coupling. A tool to assist soldering the hook to the pivot is available.
Compatibility This system is compatible with 3 link or screw couplings, non-magnetic links are
recommended.
Minimum
Recommended 4 feet. Smaller radii may be used but will increase the overhang of
operating
the hook from the vehicle. This will be limited to the appearance of the gap
radius
between vehicles. Buffer locking will be a limiting factor to track geometry.
Provided that the hook crosses the centreline of the vehicle it is tolerant of location
I've just been experimenting with DG's O
Modellers’
gauge couplings and decided against
observations
them. The etchings are basically the same
as the 4mm scale version but thicker. As a
result they protrude from below wagon
headstocks if they are set far enough
forwards to work. The phosphor bronze
wire supplied is extremely thin and easily
bent out of shape. The holes in the etching
for the loop are oversized, so the loop tends
to wobble about, the list of snags goes on. I
used to use these several years ago for EM
gauge and liked them, but I think now that I was deluded! I'm going to give Spratt and
Winkles a trial. I know they don't look very prototypical but they do work, from what I
remember, and reliability counts for a lot with me

Alan Cooper
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Dingham
Supplier
Supplied
Description
Operation

Fitting &
Modifications

Compatibility
Minimum
operating radius
Other Comments

Modellers’
observations

BURFORD
Supplier
Supplied
Description
Operation

Fitting &
Modifications
Compatibility

Alan Cooper
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www.dingham.co.uk
Fret of parts to fit 20 vehicles, £12.00
Electromagnetic operation with latching mechanism, with the ability to
uncouple vehicles at will in a moving train
The hinged loop and latch mechanism means that, once uncoupled, it stays
uncoupled until the operator wants to couple up again. This means that only
one electromagnet is required for a fan of sidings.
As a train is propelled over the electromagnet, wagons can be uncoupled at
will whilst the train is on the move. No more having to stop over the magnet
and then perform an un-prototypical back and forth shuffle to uncouple.
Mounts through the existing coupler slot on the buffer beam, or a hole can be
drilled in the beam and hidden behind one of the drawgear endplates supplied
on the etch. The vertical adjustment almost takes care of itself by virtue of its
fitting in the existing coupler slot. In any case, the coupler is fairly tolerant of
deviations from the ideal height. Longitudinally, the coupler is self-jigging for
stock with buffer lengths of 1ft 6in (unfitted wagons) or 1ft 8½in (most locos,
fitted wagons and many coaches).
Fully compatible with scale 3-link and screw couplings
3’
It is self-jigging in assembly and is virtually 100% reliable in operation. when
stock is put back in the box, the only vulnerable part of the coupler – the loop
– flips upwards out of the way and is protected by the buffers. Unobtrusive –
the latched hook is only slightly larger than the prototype. The loop is etched
as thinly as possible consistent with adequate strength.
Issues? “I can’t get them to work on
bogie freight vehicles”

N/A – home-made. See
https://www.scalefour.org/forum/viewtopic.php?f=126&t=6069
N/A
This simple home-made auto-coupling consists of a hook and loop, in which the
hook is fixed and the pivoted loop rises to couple or uncouple
The bar of the loop slides up the sloping face of an opposing hook and drops
over the top of the hook to couple. The loop also includes a magnetic
dropper, which swings down when it is over an operating magnet, thus raising
the loop to uncouple.
See pdf file in link above.
Permanent magnets cannot be used
Does not appear to be compatible with 3-link
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Works to 2’9”
Minimum
operating radius
Modellers’
observations

DG Couplings
Supplier
Supplied
Description
Operation
Fitting &
Modifications
Compatibility
Minimum
operating radius
Other Comments
Modellers’
observations

Sprat & Winkle
Supplier
Supplied
Description
Operation
Fitting &
Modifications
Compatibility
Minimum
operating radius

Alan Cooper
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www.wizardmodels.ltd
Fret for 8 vehicles, £3.00 to £6.30 dependant on scale.
Delayed action loop & latch mechanism
Using an electromagnet to lift the loop as vehicles are propelled.
Nominally fits to a paddle below the floor behind the buffer beam, but I’ve read
of people fitting to bogies too.
Doesn’t seem suited to 3-links
Not stated in articles I’ve seen
Five versions of the same basic design to suit 2mm to 7mmscales
Suggested can use the 3mm scale version for 4mm scale if curves are generous.
Latches can get sticky in a humid show
atmosphere – watch out for wet punters
coming through the door on a rainy day!

www.wizardmodels.ltd
Frets of 8, 40 and 22 couplings for 2mm, 4mm and 7mm scales, £3 to £12.
Paddled hood and loop.
Uses iron 3 link loops for the magnet (electric or fixed) to raise the hook.
Requires a ‘shuffle’ to uncouple.
Requires a wire loop fitted to the buffer beam, and the operating hook needs a
slot cut in the bufferbeam.
Uses 3 links, but some buffer paraphernalia may need to be omitted.
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Modellers’
Don’t like the un-prototypical shuffle
observations
to uncouple.

Alex Jackson
Supplier
Supplied
Description
Operation
Fitting &
Modifications
Compatibility
Minimum
operating radius
Other Comments
Modellers’
observations

Issue No 27 December 2018

Home made
N/A
Wire & simple hook

4’
See http://www.mmrs.co.uk/technical-articles/alex-jackson-coupling/
www.palatinemodels.co.uk for support items
Has a good reputation, but is also
disliked for the accuracy required
to set up and maintain.
I've never seen a layout exhibited on
which AJs were highly reliable
during prolonged shunting. The best
approach about 95% success rate
(that's a fraction of coupling
operations, not of stock that
behaves well). Most seem to be below 80% and many are below 70%. 5% failures is
possibly OK for a home layout but rather disappointing for an exhibit. 30%+ is just
terrible!

Yeovil
Supplier
Supplied
Description
Operation
Fitting &
Modifications
Compatibility
Minimum
operating radius
Modellers’
observations

Alan Cooper

Not currently in production
Based on, and aims to improve reliability of, the Alex Jackson principles
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Fleetwood Shaw
Supplier
Supplied
Description
Operation
Fitting &
Modifications
Compatibility
Minimum
operating radius
Modellers’
observations

B&B
Supplier
Supplied
Description
Operation
Fitting &
Modifications
Compatibility
Minimum
operating radius
Other Comments

Modellers’
observations

Alan Cooper
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Manufactured & distributed by: Leslie Hubble Limited, 29 Frog Island,
Leicester, LE3 5A
No details

‘Horrible old….much more reliable now fitted with Sprat & Winkles.’

24 LAYSTON PARK ROYSTON HERTFORDSHIRE SG8 9D

http://www.gauge0guild.com/manual/04_D4_2_1_8.pdf
http://www.rmweb.co.uk/community/index.php?/topic/35118-n-gauge-bbcouplings-construction/
We tried the similar to DG] B&B couplings on Ramchester but found the mounting
plates on these were too short
Being a relative novice to modelling in N gauge I couldn’t believe how difficult it is to
assemble B&B couplings from the N Gauge Society. The first one took me the best part
of 2 hours and the second one went in the bin
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WINTERLEY COUPLINGS
Supplier
http://www.winterleyproducts.co.uk/www.winterleyproducts.co.uk/Welcome.
html
Supplied
Description
Designed to replace a Bachmann coupling in 4mm
Operation
Video in operation https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4KwgI2eEFo8&feature=youtu.be
Fitting &
Kit or scratch built stock present no problem as the couplings fit to the floor
Modifications
with some packing. Fixing is with 10BA bolts supplied.
A jig is supplied to ensure the level and length on the fixed loop is standard.
Vehicles with long buffer shanks need some adjustment to the hook; this is
covered in the instructions. A little soldering is required, mainly to strengthen
bends in the etches.
Compatibility
Can still use 3 link
Minimum
The gap allows for coupling/uncoupling on curves.
operating radius
Modellers’
My own view, having read the notes
observations
on their website, is that this looks a
fiddly version to use! Alan.

OTHER POSSIBILITIES
For fixed rakes of stock one may consider a simple wire hook on one end of a vehicle and a wire loop
on the other, any home-made arrangement can be made to work and can be made to suit your own
layout’s geometry. I’ve seen one person espouse the benefits of coupling with magnets, but, for the
record, knotted string and elastic bands are not recommended.

Alan Cooper
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TRAFFIC NOTICE

East-West Rail
On 30 October 2018, the Chancellor of the Exchequer announced in his Autumn Budget that £20M was
being made available for work to develop a "strategic outline business case" for the Bedford to
Cambridge section of the line. There’s much campaigning for the alignment to be closer to St Neots
and Cambourne than via Sandy
Great Northern & ECML route
The first Class 717 EMU carried passengers on the Great Northern network on September 28.
An extra 202 weekday services were introduced on Thameslink and Great Northern from Monday 10
December, comprising 32 peak and 170 off-peak services. Most existing services remain unchanged.
The boost takes the total number of daily services across the Govia Thameslink Railway (GTR) network
to 3,600.
78% of GTR stations currently have some form of step-free access, with 58% of stations fully step-free.
GTR invested more than £8 million in station improvements across the network in 2018. Projects
included the addition of accessible toilets at Sandy and Hitchin, but Biggleswade still has no step-free
access and a strong local campaign is being supported by the MP.
The Kings Cross station throat redevelopment is to be deferred a year or so from its original schedule
of March 2020, suggested to be a consideration to passengers who’ve suffered much from all the
recent network shenanigans.
Here’s a view at Hitchin of Ivatt 2-6-2T 41270 on a Bedford auto-train.
Creative Commons copyright Ben Brooksbank

Alan Cooper
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NOTICE BOARD
Continued and ongoing from No 10–
 Oerlikon units:
No change (see newsletter 26)
 Dapol are producing a GW 43xx Mogul, retail at
£136, should be suitable for Cheriton Bishop. DJ
Models is proposing an N gauge 63xx Mogul, maybe
suitable for Aylesbury. Dapol are also to produce a
Bulleid 4-6-2, at a pinch this may be suitable for a
special working on Aylesbury? And Farish are
producing a new 8F too.
A class 24/1 is to be produced by Bachmann, which I
considered for Finchley or Sutton, but the first ones
entered traffic only from mid-1960.
Parkside (Peco) is about to bring out a kit for a BR
13T hopper wagon.
Continued from 21, and remains open
 The Committee has suggested we may begin
to consider what layout is built next. We must,
of course, progress Finchley and Aylesbury, so
this is regarded as a longer term idea and
therefore we will use the time to ensure the
project would be fully debated and planned from
the outset. It will be aided enormously if it will
make use of the trestles and beams and is not a
large scheme! The floor is open to your
proposals.
Currently we have a small selection of ideas
from Bob, primarily as adaptations or additions
to the club’s existing layouts – e.g. variations on
a docks area for Sutton, an additional baseboard
for Cheriton to make a through line. Jim has
suggested a preserved line scheme, and there’s a
suggestion for Cromer Beach.


Club shirts – do you need a new one?
Contact Alan C if you do – we have the following
in stock:
Polo – White (S, M), Green (L)
Sweat – Grey (S, M x2, L , XL)

Alan Cooper
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 I mentioned in the previous Newsletter that DCC
Concepts has produced a new range of point
rodding components. Astonishingly, they are
designed to be functional! But the rub is that in
order to be so, some of the components are
oversized, so that’s disappointing to me. Another
dissuading factor is the cost – significantly higher
than the (non-functional) brass fret components
one can buy elsewhere.
 I also mentioned The Great Model Railway
Challenge. I had been looking forward to what was
on offer, not knowing the concept at that point,
but ended up switching off after about 5 minutes of
the first episode. I know some have enjoyed it,
but it’s not for me! However, I’ve read that shops
and shows are reporting increased footfall, with
Warley stating a 10% increase in advance ticket
sales. There’s already advertising for a second
series. Bring back Bob Symes…
 Standing item:
Do you have stock suitable for running on club
layouts? Or maybe you need to bring stock in for
advice from other members?
If you want your stock to run on club layouts then it
will need to conform to minimum standards.
Our OO layouts are to finer standards than ‘train
set’, using code 75 track, and Aylesbury (N scale) is
using fine code 40. For any layout we need to stock
it with appropriate items conforming to those track
standards.
Suitable means of the right wheel profiles, back-tobacks and couplings that will enable the layout to
operate smoothly. The OO layouts use Sprat &
Winkle couplings, Aylesbury will use D&G.
Trains should be from the right period and region,
with loco crew, lamps, corridor connections,
passengers, wagon loads, weathering – all such
details that help lift the presentation of any layout.
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And Finally…

In October a few of us visited Tony Wright’s Little Bytham , with an add-on visit to Ian Wilson of
Pacific Models – here’s a few pictures…

O Gauge ironstone layout and N gauge Mackenzie Yard (both Ian Wilson)

M&GN line signal box, and John enjoying the trains passing by

Alan Cooper
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Just some (!) of Tony’s trains
A3 passing a K2 on an up local

Alan Cooper
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The up Yorkshire Pullman
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The Willoughby Arms – great food and beer!
Little Bytham, in a pose that could be almost any point in the early to mid-20th century

Alan Cooper
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